
Brief report from Ukraine, June 8th, 2022, Ukraine. 

We are deeply grateful to our brothers and sisters in Europe for their 
constant spiritual and practical support! 

As we have some parents of our members, who are in difficult situations, we 
sent some humanitarian aid to them. Parents of three our members are 
staying in Chernihiv City, that was severely bombed. All infrastructure in 
Chernihiv suffered a lot, so the citizens are very short of necessary supplies. 
We've sent the parcels with the humanitarian aid to parents, as well as to 
some guests who used to listen to our lectures before. 

Parents of one of our sisters were residents of Severodonetsk, "the dead 
city", almost completely destroyed by bombings. At the age of 85, they 
survived a direct bomb hit on their home and were rescued from the rubble 
by the Ukrainian military and evacuated to western Ukraine. Immediately 
after that, mother survived the operation and is unable to leave the house. 
As their daughter lives in Russia because of the Blessing and has no 
possibility to come to her parents, our community and WFWP-Ukraine took 
this elderly couple under our care. We visited them, bought necessary 
medications, food, vacuum cleaner and used TV. WFWP-Ukraine also found 
some volunteers to regularly visit and take care of the couple. 

And there was something inspiring as well. On June 4th two of our sisters 
gave birth to second generation children. One baby boy was born in the 
morning in Lithuania, where his mother went as a refugee. And a baby girl 
was born in Vinnitsa. It was for the first time in Ukraine Movement history, 
that two SG children were born on the same day. And mother's names are 
Vira and Nadiia, which means Faith and Hope in Ukrainian language. We felt 
something special through that! 

Thank you for all your support and prayers! 
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